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FROY:: 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

June 2 4 ,  19 8 7 

CATHY THIBODEAU 
Congressional Correspondence 
Department of State 

v , , , p•J RATT  ··" FK    L r .. ..L-1.l. J..J UL ... r .1-J ._J 
D:rector, Congressional 

Correspondence 

2cono:r..ic Surnmi t 

As is usually the c2se, we received letters from Members of 
c.- rngrF" s s immediately be fore er 2::ter President Reagan left for 
th,:! 2cc.:nomic SU!cu"ni t. 

Because there was insuf:icient time to prepare an interim, I 
wculd appreciate your assi2tance in seeing that a DIRECT 
reply is sent to Congressman Jack Kemp et al in response to 
t Air suggestion that the issue of untied loans to the Soviet 
0nion  e raised at the st:rnmit. 

Tha ks very much for ycur help. 

Records Management - FYI (ID# 502876) 



MEMO TO: 

THE WHITE HOUSE 
WASHINGTON 

June 4, 1987 

§J:NATOR BAKER
Y!{EN DUBERSTEIN 

• , /  - V -   a one-page covering memo
w/ a three-page· letter 
as attachment  vc:? R?  

r 'b /000{,-Jc

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

WILLIAM L. BALL, III,V 

Correspondence Regarding Venice Swnmit 

We have just received the attached letter signed by eighteen 
House and Senate members urging the President to bring up the 
issue of untied loans and Soviet access to Western capital at the 
Venice Summit. 

Attachment 

cc: Frank Carlucci 
Colin Powell 



 ongrt   of tbe llnfttb  tatts 
· f n g t o n ,  a. . 20515

President Ronald Reagan 
The White House 
Washington, D.C. 

Dear Mr. President, 

June 2, 1987 

Over the past year, Western commercial banks have made 
nearly $4 billion in untied loans to the Soviet Union, loans not 
linked to any specific trade transaction or project. Another $2 
billion in other loans have been made, which in addition to 
interbank deposits are sources of hard currency to the Soviet 
Union and its allies. It is likely that the Soviet Union will 
soon seek to enter the Euro bond and other security markets, 
attracting capital from Western pension funds, insurance 
companies, and other corporations. 

These untied cash loans free up scarce Soviet 
resources, or make available funds that can be directly diverted 
to finance aggression abroad and oppression and the military 
buildup at home. The Soviets are continuing their genocidal war 
against the people of Afghanistan, and through its surrogates are 
seeking to expand their military and political influence in 
nations on every continent. The record of Soviet financing of 
international terrorism and systematic denial of the rights of 
Soviet Jews, Christians, and ethnic minorities to freely emigrate 
is clearly established. 

We strongly urge you to raise the specific issue of 
untied loans and Soviet access to Western capital at the Venice 
Summit. In particular, we would urge that you seek an allied 
agreement to hold a ministerial level conference to assess the 
effect on Western security interests and human rights policy in 
allowing the Soviet Union access to untied loans, and future 
access to the Eurobond and other security markets. The primary 
objective of the conference would be the development of a joint 
program to supervise and monitor the voluntary adoption of more 
disciplined lending policies by Western banks to the Soviet Union 
and its allies. 

There is a clear precedent for such an effort. In the 
past, the nations represented at the Venice Summit have jointly 
undertaken efforts to protect human rights, combat terrorism, and 
pl ace conditions on Western capital flows. These actions 
included: a call for strict implementation of the Helsinski 
Accords requiring freedom of movement and emigration with special 



emphasis on travel for reunification of divided families; a 
number of joint efforts to combat terrorism; and the Organization 
of Economic Cooperation and Development's elimination of 
preferential terms on government backed credits to the Soviet 
Union. 

Mr. President, we believe that the Venice Summit offers 
an important opportunity to develop a common policy governing 
Western capital flows to the Soviet Union. We urge you to seize 
this opportunity, and take a leadership role in developing a 
policy that will not only serve our own security and economic 
interests, but will support those individuals in the Soviet Union
who are struggling for the most basic of human freedoms. 

Sincerely, 

Armstrong 



Rep John 
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June 30, 1987 

Dear Senator O'Am.atoi 

Thank you or your letter o  June 2 to the President regarding 
th c se o accused terrorist Mohammed Hamadei. 

Although the United Stat would have pret rred that the 
Federal Republic of Germany (FRG) extradit Mohu.imad Huad•i 
to the o.s., the FRG has informed th.• United St tea that it
will try hia on all charges ·associated with th• TW1' 847 cas , 
including murder, hijacking and hostage takin9, a,· well s 
crill•• committed in the FRG. 

The FRG has ·asured us that pro■ecution of the charges brought 
against Hamadei will be speedy, vi90rou and 0011pl•te. We 
have been further as ured tha- Ha1tadei'e trial will eoaaenc• 
in an expeditious manner with ffaaadei being proaeouted to the 
full •xtent of th• law. We welCOII& these aasur nee. 

While w• mad• clear our preference ore tradition, our 
objective hae a.wa; b••t1 to brin9 Bamadei to juatice, in 
accordance with int•rnational law. p  itious and 
vigoroue prosecution in Germany ot .: . :• i will ,;it1 .f · our
int•r••t in judtice for the v! -ia• o· Ham: i' crim•s while 
••ting the PRG'c in  .· ;,tional .1 obliga ion .•

The Gel'11An 4ec1aiou t proeecute '
of the law •hove ita det.erai:1 tion to re•i• - .. ·Jr:1 ,t 
blackmail and e willinpee to ahould•r the burden wh·ch bis 
decision impli••• It i• alao   urt.her •vi 1 ,. r: ot the grovi.H" 
level of international cooper tion to combat errorie■• We 
ace confident that. the rule of law will pre .il in thi· ·• ae .. 

With beat wiahee, 

Sincerely, 

William u. Ball, Ill 
Aasiatant to th• Pre•l4ent 

Tb• Honorable Alfon•• O'Amato 
Unit d States Senat• 
ffaabington, D.C. 20510 

WLB:KRJ:JWR:jwr 



June 30, 1987 

Thank you or your l tter of June 2 to the President r•garding 
the c ee o. aecueed terrorist Mohammed Hamadei. 

Although the Onit•d States would have pref rr•d that the 
Federal Republic of Germany (FRG) extradite Mohamad Hamadei
to the u.s., tbe raG ha5 informed the United Stat•• that it 
will try hia on all chargQs associated with the TWA 847 case, 
including murder, hijacking and hosta9• taking, as w ll as 
crimes committed in the PRG. 

The FRG baa assured us that prosecution of th• charges brought 
against Hamade1 will b• speedy, vigorous and coapl•te. We 
have been further assured that Hamadei's trial will commttnce
in an exp ditious mann•r with Haaadei b&in9 prosecuted to th• 
full extent of the law. We welcome these assurances. 

While ve made cl&&r our pre erenc  for extradition, our 
objective has alwaya been to bring Hamad•i to juatice, in 
accordance with international lav. An expeditiou• and 
vigorous proaecution in Germany of Haaadei will satisfy our
int•rest in juetice ,or th• victim• of Hamadei's crimes while 
aeetin9 the tRG's international l•gal obligatione. 

The German decision to pro••cut• Mamadei to the full measure 
of the law shova its det•raination to reaia  terrorist 
blackmail and a willingness to •boulder th• burden which thia 
decioion iapliw5. It 1• also furtber evidence of the growing 
l•vel of int•rnational cooperation to combat t•rroriem. We 
are eonfid•nt that the rule of law will pr vail in this case. 

With beat wiehe•, 

Sincerely, 

William L. Ball, III 
A•sistant to th• Pr•aident 

The Honorable Bob Ool• 
Republican Leader 
United States Senate 
Washin9ton, o.c. 20510

WLB: RJ:JWR:jwr 



TO: 

FROM: 

THE WHITE HOUSE 
WASHINGTON 

6/30/87 
Date: _ _ _ _ _ _  _ 

WILL 

KATHY RATTE J AFFKE 
Office of Legislative Affairs 

The responses for these two letters 
about Mohammed Hamadei are based 
on t lkinq points from Alison 
(copy attached). 



BOB DOLE 
KANSAS 

ttnittd ~tatts ~matt 

The President 
The White House 
Washington 

Dear Mr. President: 

WASHINGTON, DC 20510 

June 2, 1987 

STANDING COMMITTEES: 

AGRICULTURE, NUTRITION, AND FORESTRY 

FINANCE 

RULES 

u 

As you prepare to depart for the Venice Summit, we urge 
that you place high on your agenda for talks with West 
German Chancellor Kohl the need for speedy action by Bonn to 
extradite accused terrorist Mohammed Hamadei to the United 
States. 

Hamadei has been charged with and indicted for murder 
and other crimes in this country. Our extradition request 
-- made under clearly established terms of our bilateral 
extradition treaty -- has been with the West Germans for 
about five months. Now we see reports that the Bonn 
Government may actually be negotiating a deal with Iran, 
under which Hamadei would not be extradited; would have his 
"wrists slapped" in a sham trial in Bonn; and then would be 
swapped for West German nationals kidnapped in Beirut. 

That outcome would be totally unacceptable to us and, we 
believe, to the Senate and the people of the United States. 

It is easy to talk tough about terrorism. It is harder 
to act tough, when the time comes. Now is the time for West 
Germany to act tough; to do what is right. And now is the 
time for us to make clear that, if West Germany is party to 
an arrangement under which Hamadei is not brought to 
justice, it inevitably will have a negative impact on our 
bilateral relations. 

~ (/~cerely yo~ 

ALFONSE D'AMATO BOB DOLE~ 
United States Senate 
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U.S: Delegatio)) Meets Bonn.Officials, 
[f o Push Alleged TeITorist's Extradition 

By John M. Goshko 
Wa,hillKl'"I Posl Staff Wriler 

Cautiously" optimistic that West 
Germany might now be more dis
posed to extradite a Lebanese man 
accused by the United States of 
murder and hijacking, a high-level 
U.S. delegation met with officials in 
Bonn yesterday to press the U.S. 
argument that the alleged terrorist 
should be sent here for trial. 
1 U.S. officials said privately there · 
is still no assurance that Bonn, con
cerned about the safety of two West 
German businessmen held hostage 
in Lebanon, will agree to extradite 
Mohammed Ali Hamadei. He is a 
.Lebanese Shiit~,who allegedly took 
part in the June· 1985 hijacking of a 
TWA airliner to Beirut and the 
murder of a U.S. Navy diver, Rob
ert D. Stethem, of Waldorf, Md., 
who was among the passengers. 
. However, the sources continued, 
the Reagan administration now be
lieves that heavy American pres
sure has deterred Chancellor Hel
mut Kohl's government from reach
ing an agreement with Mideast ter
'roI'ists. That agreement would have 
seen Hamadei and his· brother
Abbas Ali' Hamadei, also held in a 
West ., German prison-tried in 

West Germany on lesser charges Two weeks ago, Hans-Juergen 
and given six-month sente11c~s. . Wischnewski, an opposition Social· 

Representing the adminisfratip11 :. Demo<;rat who h,\s extensive ties in 
"in yesterday's talks were Abraham the Middle East, flew to Tehran 'in 
D. Sofaer, the State Department . an apparent attempt . to 'open con- ' 
legal adviser; Stephen S. Trott, the " tact with the kidnapets. Tl}at led to 

· associate attorney general, and Vic- · reports' of a·'deal under 'which the 
toria Toensing, a deputy assistant · Hamadei brothers would be tried on 
attorney general from the Justice ; minor charges and ·given sentences 
DepartrI1ent's Criminal Division. ·· i /' of about six months, with the Ger-

U.S. sources said that they were ·.,. man hostages being freed, , ·• 
in Bonn to -clarify West German: ·. Ace~rding to ,U.S;: sources,:that 
questions about U.S. legal proce-'. · prompt~d the .R~agan ,administra
dures and how they apply to Mo-} •· tion to mount ~ vigorous campaign ,, 
hammed Hamadei. However, the,,; to convince, a<>nn that,sucl:, 1\ mp\'.!'; .;, 
sources said, the delegation's pur- ,.>' would b~ a major setback f(?r efforts · 
pose also was ·to signal U.S. ,_impa- ,:" to combat iQ(erna'tional ' terrorism 
tience over Bonn;s failure to -deal ;, 'and might M serious· damage · to 

. with Hamadei, who was arrested at t. U.S.-West'German' relations! 
the Frankfurt airport Jan: l(f. -.,, . . :'<:" The sources. said the ~U.S. effort 

His arrest, lmd that of his brother apparently ·' succe~ded in' causing _ 
a few days later, became a 1hignly -Bonfl'fo 1ba~k away from the deal.' 
sensitive issue for the Kohl govern- • Now, ., under iWest German law, 
ment when two Germans, Rudolf Bonn must decide soon whether to 
Cordes and Alfred Schmidt, wei:e ~ drop -the ·. ;Jesser · charges under 
kidnaped by Beirut terrorists with ,~ which the,H,aµiadeis ar~:Qeing held. 
reputed ties to ihe Hamadefa. ]n ·. The U,S. vi~w. which th~ sources 
subsequent monthsJ Bonn has fol- ~- said , V{as. pressed in yesterday's 
lowed a policy of assuring the Unit- ,f; talks, was that these do not hold the 
ed States it is :weighing; the ~~t!a- '.i,.· promise of, sWi<;ieqt punishment . 
dition re~uest, while floating tri~,I f and ,. th~~ . .J{ ,B9ri~- re~lly J~ serjous . 
balloons m the West Gerrnan press about f1ghtlilg ten9r1sm • .1f has- no -, 
about the possjbi!ity of a deal tha.t option other than to' extradite Mo~ 
would free the German h.ostages. · · harhmed Hama~ei to'this countqr. 

-:~(1~~~it_Says It Also Asked ~~ina to Def~p~.' Sltipping _ 
'; • '. Reuter the Chinese government was con- hav~ Nary protection.', The Soviet-

BEUING, June 9-Kuwait has sidering the reque~t, w~ch had Unio~ · ~l~o ;,hps,,_agreed t~ protect• 
asked China to let Kuwaiti oil tank- been put through diplomatic chan- I{uwa1t1 oil transports. . 
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~t,(/ 
.The Federal Rep~lic has informed us that it will try Mohammed 

Hamedi on all charges associated with the TWA 847 case, including 

murder, hijacking and hostage taking, as well as crimes committed 

in the FRG. 

The FRG has assured us that the prosection on the charges brought 

against Hamedi will be speedy, vigorous, complete and to the full 

extent of the law. We have been further assured that Hamedi's 
-

trial on all the charges will commence in an expeditious manner. 

We also have been assured by the FRG that Hamedi will be dealt 

with to the full extent of the law. German law provides for a 

life sentence on conviction for murder. 

We welcome these assurances. While we made clear our preference 

for extradition, our objective has always been to bring Hamedi to 

just~ce, in accordance with international law. An expeditious, 

vigorous and complete prosecution in Germany of Hamedi with full 

punishment wi}l satisfy our interest in justice for the victims 

of Hamedi's crimes while meeting the FRG's international legal 

obligations. 

The German decision to prosecute Harnedi to the full measure of 

its law shows the determination of the FRG to resist terrorist 

blackmail and a willingness to shoulder the burden which this 

decision implies. It is also further evidence of the growing 

level of international cooperation to combat terrorism. We are 

confident that the rule of law will prevail in this case as it 

has on numerous occasions in recent months. 



TALKING POINTS FOR PHONE CONVERSATION WITH 
MRS.STETHEM 

4807 

The German government Jlas assured us that Hamedi will be 

prosecuted for murder-and hijacking to the full extent of 

German law. 

They have also assured us that there will be no deal and 

that they will not grant him clemency if convicted. 

We are confident the German government will fulfill its 

international legal obligations and Hamedi will get the 

justice he deserves. 

As you know, we all would have preferred extradition to a 

rtrial in Germany and we continually worked towards this end. 

Only when I was sure the Germans had decided not to 

extradite Hamedi and was also assured by Chanqellor Kohl 

that they would try him for murder and hijacking in Germany 

did I accept their decision not to extradite. 

• . ,t. --- . / ' £1<";/ '. I ? 1.·j _.,,., .;..;_:__ . ,.(/ £, . . I,,/;"-<-<._ _ 

_ .,,:..,, ,:v c:01# ,;t;;;; 



Q's and A's 

Q: What about our extradition request? Didn't the U.S. 
press the FRG for extradition of Hamadei? 

A: As you know, we have stated a preference to try 

Hamadei in the United States because Robert Dean 

Stethem, the murder victim, was an American 

citizen, · TWA is an American carrier, and most of 

the hostages were American citizens. 

We believe that we are in a position to present an 

immediate and very effective prbsecution with 

excellent prospects for conviction. 

Refusal of extradition at this time does not 
/ 

exclude the U.S. from reinstating its extradition 

request should circumstances so warrant. 

Q: What does that mean? 

A: If the FRG could not complete proceeding against 

Hamadei on all charges for which extradition was 

souyht, we coula resubmit our extradition request. 



Q: _What international obligations does the Federal Republic 
fulfill by trying this case? 

A: Under the 1978 US-FRG extradition treaty, the FRG 

would only be in a position to deny extradition if 

it prosecutes Hamadei on all charges for which 

extradition was sought. 

Under the 1970 Hague Convention for the Supression 

of Unlawful Seizure of Aircraft, the 1971 Montreal 

Convention for the Supression of Unlawful Acts 

Against the Safety of Civil Aviation, and the 1979 

Convention Against the Taking of Hostages, the FRG 

has an obligation to prosecute Hamadei on the 

charges for which extradition was sought if it does 

not extradite to the United States. 

In keeping with these international obligations, 

the FRG has assured us it will promptly prosecute 

Hamaaei, on all TWA charges and if convicted punish 

him to the full extent of the law. 



Q: Did the President and State Department do enough with 
the FRG? Mrs. Stethem thinks not. 

A: We can of course understand Mrs. Stethem•s strong 

feelings. The United States Government repeatedly 

raised the Hamadei case with senior levels of the 

Federal Republic. In these discussions, we underscored 

in the strongest terms our desire that Hamadei be 

brought to justice either by prosecution or preferably 

by extradition for all the charges associated with the 

TWA case including murder and hijacking. The German 

decision satisfies our concerns. 



Q: What is the time frame 3, 6 months? A year? 

A: -- THE GERMAN GOVERNMENT HAS ADVISED US T&AT EVERY 

EFFORT WILL BE MADE TO PROCEED EXPETITIOUSLY ON ALL 

CHARGES. WHILE THE FRG IS NOT YET IN A POSI'£ION TO 

SPECIFY A TIME FRAME, WE ARE CONFIDENT THAT THEY WILL 

PROCEED AS SPEEDILY AS POSSIBLE. 

Q: Will American witnesses appear in the German irial? 

A: -- THAT WILL BE THEIR DECISION TO MAKE. A REQUEST FOR 

THEM TO APPEAR IS PREMATURE AT THIS TIME, BUT WE WOULD 

HOPE THAT, IF ASKED, THEY WOULD CONTINUE THE COOPERATION 

THAT THEY HAVE SHOWN THROUGHOUT T~JS CASE. 

,. 
Q: Will Justice Department officials assist with the 
trialin Germany? Have they asked for this? . What was the 
German reaction? 

A: USG AUTHORITIES, INCLUDING MOST RECENTLY THE ATTORNEY 

GENERAL, HAVE OFFERED ALL POSSIBLE USG ASSISTANCE TO THE 

GERMAN PROSECUTORS IN PREPARING THEIR CASE IN ORDER TO 

ENSURE SUCCESSFUL PROSECUTION AS SOON AS POSSIBLE. TO 

DA'fE THE GERMANS HAVE NOT MADE A FORMAL REQUEST FOR U.S. 

ASSISTANCE. 



Q: Have the Germans assured us that they will not ask for 
clemency after the trial and sentencing? Have we pressed 
them on clemency? 

A: -- THE GERMANS HAVE REPEATEDLY ASSURED US THAT THERE 

WILL BE NO "DEAL" WE HAVE CONFIDENCE IN .THOSE 

ASSURANCES. WE HAVE AL.SO MADE IT CLEAR IN OUR 

DISCUSSIONS THAT WE FORSEE NO CIRCUMSTANCES UNDER WHICH 

CLEMENCY WOULD BE APPROPRIATE IN THIS CASE. AS THE 

GERMANS HAVE SAID THEY WILL NOT CONSIDER APPEALS FOR 

CLEMENCY. 

Q: With this denial of extradition, could we ever ask for 
it again? 

A: -- THE FRG AUTHORITIES HAVE ADVISED US, CONSISTENT WITH 

OUR EXTRADITION TREATY, THAT DENIAL OF OUR EXTRADITION 

REQUEST WILL NOT BE FINAL OR BINDING UNTIL AFTER 

HAMADEI'S TRIAL AND SENTENCING IN GERMANY ON ALL CHARGES 

FOR WHICH EXTRADITION WAS SOUGHT. THE · u.s. IS FREE TO 

RENEW ITS EXTRADITION REQUEST AT ANY TIME. 

Cleared: S/CT:AAdams 

EUR/CE:MHabib 

L/LEI:JDolan 

• 
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ADDITIONAL QUESTION & ANSWER FOR HAMED! 

Q: Can the Stethem family or other victims of the crime become 

civil parties to the German prosecution? 

A: That is an option for the Stethems and the other victims to 

consider. 
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MEMORANDUM FOR STEVE 

FROM: NANCY 

DANZANSKY (.,L ·1 
t, \,, 
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SUBJECT: "Hearsay" Regarding French Intentions at Summit 

I explained to you that I have heard from the Hill that the 
French intend to seek a joint agreement on ~enome mapp ing in 
Vienna. 

.f-l~LJ{J/ 

The following is the reaction to such an effort by Bob Sweet, who 
serves as policy analyst for the Domestic Policy Council. 

The human genome sequencing project is unlikely to be brought up 
at the Vienna Summit in conjunction with AIDS. The AIDS viruses 
have been sequenced. They are relatively small, only 10,000 
units as compared with 3.5 billion units in the human genome. 
Information about the genetic content of AIDS viruses is 
maintained in a separate data bank at Los Alamos National 
laboratory (funded by NI H/ NA D and is shared with the European 
Molecular Biology Laboratory at Heidelberg, which maintains the 
bank of genetic information for Europeans. This information is , 
published quarterly and is freely available to other countries. 

Because the AIDS viruses are changing relatively rapidly 
(estimated to be 2-10 times the mutation rate of influenza), 
there will be an ongoing sequencing effort to support vaccine and 
medicine development. As much as 10% of our sequencing effort in 
a few years may well be on AIDS viruses. Advances in sequencing 
technology will reduce the time and cost to do this work. As we 
learn more about the structure of the human genome and the actual 
DNA sequence, we are likely to better understand how the AIDS 
virus gets incorporated into human DNA and replicates. Thus, 
advances in the Human Genome Project will be useful but not 
critical in the fight against AIDS. 
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MEMORANDUM FOR KEN DUBERSTEIN 

FROM: William L. Ball, III V 

By a vote of 90-1 (Bradle) l the Senate adopted a Byrd sense of 
the Senate r solution regarding commitments the ~resident should 
seek to obtain at the Venice Summit. 

On Trade: Germany and Japan should reduce trade surpluses by 
increasing imports and restructuring their 
economies; 

On AIDS: Participants should cooperate with U.S. and World 
Health Organizations to combat AIDS; 

On Agriculture: EC and Japan should liberalize agriculture 
import policies; and 

On Security matters: Allies should cooperate in diplomatic 
and military measures which may be 
necessary to ensure Western security 
interests in the Persian Gulf. 

Full text is attached. 



IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES 

Mr. Byrd submitted the following resolution; which was 

RESOLUTION 

To express the sense of the Senate regarding commitments that the 

President should seek to obtain at the Venice Summit on trade, 

on AIDS, on agricultural exports, and on security matters. 

Whereas the heads of state of seven leading industrialized 
.. 

nations will soon convene in Venice for an economic summit 

meeting; 



Whereas · the strong growth of imports into the United States ·has 

provided most of the stimulus to world trade for the last 

several years, but this stimulus has ended with the decline in 

the dqllar; 

Whereas Germany and Japan have, in contrast, had export-led 

growth and sluggish imports resulting in extraordinarily large 

trade and current account surpluses over the last several years 

that derive not only from ma croeconomic policies but trade 

practices; 

Whereas Germany and Japan can promote the expansion of world 

trade and growth by using their enormous trade surpluses to 

increase their imports substantially; .. ! . 
( .... . ·:. · 

• :. -

Whereas returning to relative balance in ~oui international ac

counts will require concerted efforts in both macroeconomic and 

trade policies by the other nations attending the economic 

summit; 

Whereas . the United States Congress is committed to act ex

peditious~y to correct our own internal imbalances by redctcing i 

the budget deficit and ·improving the · competitiveness of American 

industry; · 

Wh~rea~ Germany and Japan .have moved slowly to correct their own 

macroeconomic and trade imbalances; 



.,, • r • · • 3 -

Whereas the sharp appreciation of the German and Japanese cur

rencies is depressing their exports and compelling the 

governments of those two countries to adopt policies to 

stimulate demand for their own domestic production, but their 

internal domestic pressures will discourage greater demand for 

imports; 

Whereas the current value of the dollar is now being supported 

by substantial purchases of U.S. securities by foreign central 

banks at levels that will be difficult to sustain indefinitely; 

Whereas further substantial reductions in the value of the dollar 

would erode the standard of living of the United States and 

disrupt the economies of nations whose curr~ncies appreciate; -~ - . 

Whereas the United States economy has been far more open to 

imports than the economies of Germany and Japan and this has 

contributed to the current wide imbalances in world trade; 

Whereas fundamental programs by Germany and Japan to ensure much 

greater opennes~ to imports would contribute to a r~storation of 

balance in world trade and act as an alternative to further . 

substantial reductions in the value of th~ doll~r; 

Whereas the European Community's highly protectionist variable · 
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levy is the primary cause of the $5 billion, 50 percent reduc

tion in U.S. agricultural .exports to Europe and Japanese trade 

barriers cost U.S. farmers at least $1 billion every year; 

Whereas the worldwide spread of Acquired Immune Deficiency 

Syndrome (AIDS) threatens the lives of millions of the world's 

citizens; and 

Whereas the spread of AIDS poses grave risks to the economic 

development of certain less deve~oped countries; 

Whereas a coordinated, global response to this international 

health crisis will hasten the day when AIDS will be defeated; 

--. ( 

Whereas the participant nations at the Venfc~ summit should make 
-:_ .. --. 

a firm commitment to work together to combat this epidemic; 

Whereas recent developments in the Persian Gulf have emphasized 

the importance of the region to Western economic security; 

Whereas the continued freedom of navigation and flow of commer~e 

in the Guif region is in the interest of the Western Alli~nce as 

a whole; 

Whereas the United States is committed to ensuring the co.htinued 

access of commercial shipping to the Persian Gulf; 



,,. . , 

Whereas the Iran-Iraq war constitutes a continuing threat to 

Allied interests and to freedom of navigation in the Gulf; Now, 

therefore be it 

Resolved, That it is the sense of the Senate that: 

(1) the United States should seek commitments from 

Germany and Japan at the upcoming Venice economic summit to 

ieduce their trade surpluses by substantially increasing 

their imports, not only by stimulating demand, but by 

restructuring their economies to become permanently more open 

to imports of goods and servicesj 

(2) the United States should seek commitments from the 
·- : . · , 

·-r · :. -
European Comrnuni ty and Japan to 1 iberal"I-,efe their agricultural 

import policies; 

(3) the United States should seek commitments from 

other participants at the Venice summit to contribute and 

cooperate with the United States and international efforts, 

particularly those of the World Health Organization, to 

combat and prevent the spread of AIDS; and 

(4) the President should encourage the Allies at the 

Venice summit to coo~erate in diplomatic and military 

measures which rmay be necess?_EX~ to ensure Western security 

interests in the Persian Gulf. 
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